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vkta
What is the sexual status of a person who has undergone SRS? Can SRS redefine the basic
status of male and female?

vcua,
In order to discuss these issues certain terms and procedures must be defined so that the exact
nature of what is being discussed is clear. 2
• A transsexual is a transgendered person who wants to change his/her sex and gender and to live
permanently in a new sex and gender status.
• Gender Dysphoria is the clinical term for transgenderism. The favored diagnostic term is Gender
Identity Disorder (GID).
• MTF and FTM indicates the direction of the desired change and of the transition to accomplish it.
• Transition is the process of changing sex and gender role and also the time period in which the
change occurs. It usually begins with the decision to change gender and ends with SRS.
• Full-time or Real Life Experience describes the situation of a person who is cross living “full time”
in the desired gender status, professionally, socially and privately. It is a prerequisite for SRS according to the Standards of Care.
• Harry S. Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association’s Standards of Care for Gender
Identity Disorders (SOC) is the document that outlines the medical, psychological and psychiatric
standards for working with transsexuals. Major points include recommendations of:
1) three months of psycotherapy or real life experience before being recommended for hormonal
therapy for either MTF or FTM person, or for breast sugery in FTM persons;
2) one year of hormone treatment before being recommended for genital surgery;
3) one year of real life experience before being recommended for genital surgery; and
4) two psychological evaluations and a diagnosis of gender identity disorder before being recommended for genital surgery.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
The Committee on Jewish Law and Standards of the Rabbinical Assembly provides guidance in matters of halakhah for the
Conservative movement. The individual rabbi, however, is the authority for the interpretation and application of all matters
of halakhah.

• Cross Dressing refers to people who dress in clothes appropriate to the opposite gender. (An example this would be during their full time or real life experience prior to hormonal or surgical transformations.) Usually these people have no interest in changing gender.
• Hormone Treatment has major effects: breasts and hips for MTF persons; FTM persons will develop a lower voice, and facial and body hair. These effects are not reversible.3 Significant side
effects of long term usage include sterility and impotence for genetic males. Hormone therapy is
necessary for transition, and is not without risk. 4
• Sex Reassignment Surgery (SRS) is the term for surgery which changes sex status. It is sometimes
also referred to as gender confirmation surgery. FTM persons have bilateral mastectomy and chest
reconstruction, and a hysterectomy and salpingo-oophorectomy (removal of the ovaries and fallopian tubes.) 5 MTF persons will have cosmetic sur gery to feminize the appearance, rhinoplasty, trachea shave and breast implants, penectomy, orchiectomy (removal of the testes), and vaginoplasty. 6
In some cases SRS will be performed on people who will genetically remain the same as before
surgery, and in other cases the surgery will match the genetic make up of the patient.
• Non Genital Transsexual Surgery refers to corrective or reconciliation surgery without a vaginoplasty for MTF or metiodioplasty or phalloplasty for FTM.

Halakhic Issues
Due to the nature of the subject matter there are not too many sources that deal with SRS. The
basic text dealing with orchiectomy is:
7

/uag, tk ofmrtcu wvk uchre, tk ,urfu eu,bu ,u,fu lugnu

You shall not offer to the Lord anything [with its testes] bruised or crushed or
torn or cut. You shall have no such practice in your own land.
The Talmud states:
8

/uag, tk ofc uag, tk ofmrtcu kww, ruxt tuva ostc xurhxk ihhbn thb,vu

Surely it has been taught: How do we know that castration of a man is prohibited? From the verse “nor should you do this in your land.” [This means] you
should not do [thus] to yourselves.
This law is codified as follows:

9

,tz vagh tk cu,fv ihbgu///vnvcc ihc ostc ihc grz hrcht shxpvk ruxt
/ouen kfc vru,v in veuk xrxnv kfu ohrjt ;udc ihc ipudc ihc ktrahc

It is forbidden to remove the genitals both from a human and from an animal...and
the meaning of the verse is that it should not be done in Israel whether it is on
their bodies or on the bodies of others, and anyone who does castration anywhere is biblically liable for flogging.
,cfa kac,, ivca ihkhcacu ohmhccu shdc rfzv kxpha rapt ihrcht vakacu
10
.ohmhc hyuj utreb ivu grz

And in three organs it is possible for a man to be invalid to marry if they are
removed, the penis, testicles and the tubes in which the semen is ripened, and
they are called the testicle tubes.
This ruling applies only to male castration. However the Shulhan Arukh states that sterilization of
women (oophorectomy and hysterectomy) is also prohibited but not punishable.
11

/ruxt kct ruyp ohbhn rtac ihc ostc ihc vcebv ,t xrxnvu

A person who sterilizes a female human being or any other species is not
liable (for punishment) but it is prohibited.
A different issue that SRS raises is dressing in a manner that is associated with the
opposite sex. The Torah states: /vat ,kna rcd ackh tku vat kg rcd hkf vhvh tk12 : A woman must
not put on man’s apparel, nor shall a man wear woman’s clothing. 1 3
Additional issues that apply to operations in general as well as to SRS are: endangering oneself,
lnmgc kcuj, by undergoing surgery and anesthesia; and changing that which has been created, ruxht
,hatrc vagn hubha.14
Once a person has undergone SRS additional halakhic issues are raised. What is the status of a
marriage in which one spouse has undergone SRS? If the case is that of a MTF person, is a get necessary? Can a transsexual get married since the operation makes the person sterile? Is circumcision
required for FTM persons? What gender specific mitzvot should the transsexual perform or refrain
from observing?

Rabbinic Sources
Rabbi Hananel is quoted by the Ibn Ezra in his commentary to Leviticus 18:2215 as follows:
if,h tk vzu vat rac ,rumf upudc asjna hn ah hf kwwz ktbbj ubhcr rntu
/xubhdursbt t*hu vsku,c
And Rabbenu Hananel said that there is one who fashioned something new in
his body in the form of a woman and that is not naturally possible and some say
it is an androgynous.
Rabbi Avraham Hirsch uses this as a proof that an MTF person is still considered a male, and therefore
sexual intercourse with a male would be a violation of the biblical prohibition of homosexuality despite the presence of apparently female sexual organs.16 Thus according to Rabbenu Hananel SRS can
not change sex status.1 7
Rabbi Yosef Pelaggi18 concludes that no divorce is necessary for the dissolution of a marriage
contracted prior to SRS.
icutrc tuvu ,tzf grth ot ktrahu van ,sf yd lhrm ot///,jt vkta tc
rjtu vatu aht lrsf vng vhvu ktrah ,ubc ,jtf vku,c wt vat taba
,tzk ihsv uvn kf kfn kfc rfzk vcebn ,hb,aba vren vk vre ohba vnf
van ,sf ydc vardk vz icutr lhrm ot rfz ,hagbu aht ,atu vceb v,hva

hf vat vbbhta iuhf lhrm ubht tnkhs ut aht ,at u,at v,hva iuhf ktrahu
hrvs vat tku v,g tuv rfzs yd lhrm tks vtrb ub,kta ihhbgcu///aht ot
t,,t ubhbpk ah tku h,,bt ,bt c,ufu u,atk yd i,ub ahts tuv ydv jxub
vat vbht hrvu ost kfk ,r,un ,t hrv ydc c,uf odu///aht rcd ot hf
yd i,hk icutr lhrm ubhts swwgk vtrb ohbp kf kg///ost kfk ,r,unu vhutra
/okau rund aht ,hagba u,atk
A question came if a get is necessary if this should happen, namely, Reuven
married a woman in the manner that Jewish women get married, and he had
intercourse with her as men and women do, and after a number of years something occurred to her and she changed from a woman to a man in all ways. What
is the law concerning this woman who was a woman and a married woman, and
then became a man? Does Reuven have to divorce her with a get in accordance
with Jewish Law since she was his wife, a married woman, or perhaps he doesn’t
have to give her a get since she isn’t a married woman but a man...In regard to
our question it seems that a get is not necessary for he is a man now and not a
woman. The get procedure is that the man gives a get to his wife and writes in
the get “you my wife,” and we have no woman before us but rather a man...and
he also writes in the get “you are permitted to any man” and she is not a woman
who is permitted to any man...therefore in my humble opinion it seems that
Reuven does not have to give a get to his wife who became a complete man.
Rabbi Pelaggi states that this woman has changed her sex status and has become a male. This person is
no longer Reuven’s wife and therefore a get is not necessary since the language of the get would not
apply to a male. Therefore sex change does change the sex status of the person. 19
In Besamim Rosh20 a question is raised concerning a husband who had his genitalia removed,
whether he needs to divorce his wife in order to dissolve the marriage, or whether a get is unnecessary
since a person with a new sex status has appeared. No resolution of this question is reached. However
the author asserts that once the male sexual organs have been removed the person is no longer competent to contract a valid marriage as a male. Sex status, in regard to marriage depends entirely upon the
presence of male genitalia.
vgsh tk thvu vat tabu hrndk uka ohmhcvu shdv l,jba ahtn hb,kta rat
tka vapb vasen tk htsu hfvs vgsh hts l,rcxu///ihaushe uhaushe huv ht
v,ta sg vcua,///hfh,uk kghnu snkb vcu,f rpxnu vthc ,chj kkf vk vhvh
vat ihta rapt ohmur ovhba ot hbktua lfc ,ase,n o,xc thv ot hbktua
vat taub vatv ihta hns vatf tuvvu ,urfz uk aha hnk tkt ,ase,n
vnusa kct///vsun hhct ukhpt uktf vthck ohruxn ihta ihaushecu vbumrc ukhpt
vatfu itfk h,t asj ;uds rnuku whtuahb rjtk vz vagb ot yd tkc rh,vk
/hshc whpr utku ihtu hbhgc vae vz hns
That which you asked me about a man whose his genitalia have been removed,
and he married a woman who didn’t know that he had lost his genitalia, is this
betrothal valid...and your reasoning that she would not agree to be betrothed if
there would be no sexual intercourse, and we can derive this from the ketubah
which states we will have marital relations...Answer: You are asking if she would
agree to be betrothed in such a situation, I ask if they both agreed. Perhaps a

woman will not betroth herself except to a person who has male genitalia, and
this man is similar to a woman, and a woman can not marry a woman even if she
agrees, and in a case of qiddushin that can not lead to sexual intercourse even
Abayee agrees (that it isn’t valid)...but those who wish to permit her to marry
without a get if this happened after the marriage saying that this is a new person,
and is similar to a woman, yes and no, I am undecided.
The Trumat Hadeshen doesn’t require a get from Elijah’s widow since his status changed from human
to angel, and the wife of an angel is not prohibited to others.2 1
vbhn tepb rjt ahtk tabhk ohkufh ot kwwchr ,at ut k*z thcbv uvhkt ,at
vkta kutak ,jry vnk tcuy hbvhn,/// ov unf sjt vfzh ot if od ,urusk
,t thrsbxfkt habt ukta ohrcs cwwhs ,ueubh, erpc t,hts ,gsh tkv ,tzf
ic 'tny,a uvn yuk ka u,at /,uruc ohrcs vaka ivcu 'thbbj ic gauvh wr
chmb ihtu tnyn ,n ivk tyapu wuf tck sh,gk oh,n tnyha uvn ,hnbuav
yuk ka u,at htsua hp kg ;t 'ihtnyn ohhjv ihtu tnyn ,n 'tnyn jkn
if hp kg ;t hjhu rzj tkt ,n vhv ,hnbuav icu 'rjt ;udk vfpvba tkt 'v,n
ikufa 'ltkn ,at tku vruxt uvgr ,at kwwh hnb tfv /ihtnyn ihta rnt
/hbpud tku hbjur
The wife of Elijah the prophet of blessed memory, or the wife of Rabbi Yehoshua
ben Levi, are they permitted to remarry? The practical application of this question is for the future if someone should merit as they did...I am really bewildered
why you bothered to ask this question, surely you know that in Chapter Tinoket
(TB Niddah 70b) the Alexandrians asked Rabbi Yehosua ben Hananya 12 questions, among them three that were nonsense. Does Lot’s wife cause ritual defilement, and does the son of the Shunamite woman cause ritual defilement in the
future etc? It was clear to them that a dead body causes ritual defilement and a
pillar of salt does not, and that a dead person causes ritual defilement but a live
person does not. Even though it is clear that Lot’s wife died, nevertheless she
changed into a different thing, and the Shunamite’s son died but he was return to
the living, even so he said that they do not defile. Similarly here we say a man’s
wife is prohibited to others and not the wife of an angel who is non corporeal.
The Minhat Hinukh2 2 is of the opinion that even a marriage that was contracted legally is
automatically annulled if the husband could no longer betroth the woman. Therefore a get is not required.
,r,un kwwchr ,atu uvhkt ,ats w,fa iasv ,nur, kgc hrcs hk tjhb odu
tks ltknn ihaushe hxp, tks hvb vrutfku ltkn er aht ,at ,treb tks
,,hnk tkv ihgepb lthv ihrund ihaushe vc vhv ot ouen kfn aht treb
ot ihaushe ihxpu, ihts iuhf tjhb vzcu rh,ha ihaushec t,upkh ihfhrm kgcv
/lhrtvk ihtu ihaushev ugep tkhnn if
And the approach of the Trumat Hadeshen makes sense to me. He wrote that the
wife of Elijah and the wife of Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi are permitted to marry
others since they are not wives of men but rather wives of angels. Apparently,

granted that betrothal by an angel is invalid, for he is not a man, nevertheless if
she was fully betrothed how could it be annulled, since the release of a betrothed
woman to remarry in a case where the husband died requires a derivation (and is
not automatically assumed)? In this case it is fine since betrothal has no effect
therefore the betrothal of itself is annulled, and there is no need to go into detail.
Rabbi Eliezer Waldenberg23 is of the opinion that a get is not necessary for the dissolution of a
marriage contracted prior to SRS.
tfhv lphvkc kg od ukhjvk ah yd vfhrm ot ahtk vfpvbc runtv epxvu
,tzfc vrea ohba vnf hbpk vzf vagn oxrp,ba hpf) vatk lpvb ahtva
od zwwg khjvk ifu 'ubnn ihruyp ydk veuez u,at ot (vpurhtc vkusd vbhsnc
,unsk h,gsc vkug ohrcs hruvrvcu /ahtk lpvh cuaa grtha otc // ,uehpxv
uvhkt ,at kg ruejk c,ufa cwwe wx ohexpc iasv ,nur,c ubhmna vnk
ruxt uvgr ,ats yhapu///rjt ahtk tabhk ohkufh ot kwwchr ,at ut kwwz thcbv
,ats rnuk ah ubhbushbc bwwv if otu///awwg hbpud tku hbjur ukufa ltkn ,at tku
uvgr ,at v,hva ,uahtv kju khj,v rcfa pwwgtu /vat ,at tku vruxt uvgr
/vat ,at cua ,hagbs ,uhvc ihaushev ivhktn ihgepb ouen kfn
dwwr vumnc lubhj ,jbnva vn hp kg r,uhc vz ,t rhcxvk ;hxuvk ahu...
er yd lhrm ubht vkgc ,j, vz rcs vagb ot ihause vc uxp, tks hfhv kfs///
tvs ,tzfc if od kwwha ubbushbk od vbhn ius if otu/// tkhnn ihaushev tepb
iuhfnu vatn ihause hnb hxp, tk if unf ltknn ihause uxp, tks oaf
tkhnn if ot ubnn ihause ,gf hxp, tk vatk lpvb uz ka vkgc ,gfa
/ivhktn ihnsuev ihausev ugepb
The doubt about a woman who has become a man if she needs a get, should
effect the opposite, namely, where the man has become a woman (as the case
that became famous a couple of years ago that took place in Europe) if his wife
requires a get from him, and would also effect the doubts...if the woman changed
back to a man. In contemplating these matters it occurs to me to compare this to
what is found in Trumat Hadeshen, 102, where he writes to investigate if Elijah’s
wife or the wife of Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi can marry another man...and he
answers that a man’s wife (is prohibited) but not the wife of an angel who is not
corporeal, see there...and therefore the same would apply in our case, it is possible to say that a man’s wife is prohibited and not the wife of a woman. And
even though that it began as a case where she was a man’s wife nevertheless the
betrothal is in itself annulled because she became a woman’s wife.
And it can be explained even more so on the basis of what is written in the
Minhat Hinukh 203...that in all cases where the betrothal can not and do not
have validity if this matter took place while she is married to her husband there
is no need for a get because the betrothal is annulled in and of itself...and therefore derive from that for our case that it is possible to say the same in our case,
that just as qiddushin by an angel is invalid, similarly qiddushin by a woman is
invalid. And since her husband has become a woman, qiddushin at present from
him would be invalid, therefore the prior qiddushin (before SRS) is in and of
itself annulled.

His argument is based on the fact that this person no longer can contract a marriage as a male. The
emergence of such a condition terminates any existing marriage. In effect undergoing SRS transforms
the sex status of the person. Rabbi Waldenberg is following the position of Rabbi Pelaggi. Rabbi
Waldenberg compares this case to the removal of the prophet Elijah from the earth. Just as the wife of
a person who has been removed from the earth has had her marriage terminated , so too does a wife of
a person who has had his sex status changed. Rabbi Waldenberg bases his position on the position
taken by the Minhat Hinukh. 24 Rabbi Waldenberg is of the opinion that SRS does change the sex
status.
Rabbi Waldenberg also permitted the removal of male genitalia of an hermaphrodite. This person was to be considered a female even though genetically the person was a male. What matters most
are the external genitalia.2 5
/ohkujv ,hcc h,sucg lanc hkmt vrrug,va ,h,fkv vkta kutak hbumrc
rapt ht vshkc /vban r,uh hbpk skub rat eubh, ka ubhbgc vruae vktav
/vcebf vhv vtrb hbumhjv vtrnv /sukhhv ka ubhn ,t rurhcc gucek vhv
vhv ,upav ,jt lu,c///vceb kmtf utrb ohhbumhjv ohhbhnv ohrctv :vehscc
tku///rfz ht, ukgv ,uehscv///;udv ht, ka///,uehsc ugmuc /lat ,rumc aud
rcusnv oufxc/// lat vhv ift vz aud hf tmnbu///ohhnhbp ihn hrct utmnb
,hju,hb vbhjcn /rcd ubhv vagnk lt vcebf vtrb ,hbumhj vbhjcna sukhhc
vhvh vz sukhhva hsf lt///,urvk kfu, tka ,urnk vcebk ,ubak r,uh ke
,ukhgp gubnk hsf ohhev shjhv latv ,t ,urfku j,bk lrum ah vceb
kkfc otv /t :thv h,kta /vceb ka v,uj,p,vk ghrp,a ,hrfz ,hkbunruv
r,un otv /c /vcebk 'rfz ubhv ,hybd vbhjcna sukhhv ihn ,t lupvk r,un
///vcebk lupvku shjhv latv ,t ,urfk ubhbpka vrenc
hpf u,ut urhtah ukht od u,kta cxun uhkga skubv rumhv dux h,gs hpk
kg xhbhdursbt ihs ukhpt uhkg tvh tka 'rnuk hbumr 'vcebf ubhs tvh tuva
///,uceb rctu ,urfz rct ,uthmnc uk aha///xubhdursbt hbnhx hf uh,ufukav
ohtrb ohhbumhjv ohhbhnv ohrctv vagnk hrv hc,fnc u,ut rth,a hpf ibs sukhvu
,uehscv eru ',urfz rctn hbumhj inhx oua uk ihtu 'vceb kmtf ukmt
tuv h,gs ifku 'rfz ht, upud ,uhnhbpc ohtmnb hf utrv uc ugmuca ,usjuhnv
ohhbumhjv ohrctv hf 'vceb ihsf tvh ubhs tuva hpf uvjhbb ot oda vz iushbf
ohhbumhjv ohhannv ohrctv era rurc ifku ///vfkvc gcuev tuv ihgk ohtrbv
yuapk vtrb if ,uhvc /vagnk vzc ohgcuev vnv vcebk rfz ihc ohbuanv
od vcebk lf hsh kg ufpvku vz sukh j,bk tupht r,una vktav iushbc
if hsh kg gubnk hsf vzv shjhv latv ,urfk r,un otu... /u,uj,p,v ,uhnhbpc
kg vzc urcgh tku vceb ka v,uj,p,vk ghrp,a ,hrfz ,hkbunruv ,ukhgp
,tzu 'kkf xurhx ruxht kg urcgh tku ,tz ,uagk r,uns vtrb///xurhx ruxht
if otu lat ,rumc vz audn .uj ,urfz hrct uk ihtu ,uhvc ,jtv ',ubhjc h,an
raptau uxurhx kg chhj ubht shkuvk hutr ubhts/// ,hbavu///kkf rfz duxc ubht
hkkf iputc iv ,tz gmck r,una vyub h,gs/// ohbp kf kg////itf iht ruxht ;ts
,urfk r,una/// odu /vcebk 'rfz ubhv ,hybd vbhjcna sukhhv ihnv ,t lupvk
/vcebf vtrb rcf ,hbumhj vbhjcn rat sukhv vcebk lupvku shjhv latv ,t
I would like to ask a halakhic question about a case that occurred in my work at
the hospital.The question is about a child that was born over a year ago. At birth
it was impossible to determine with any certitude the gender of the child. The
outward signs were female...the tests showed that the external genitalia were

those similar to a female...but in one of the lips of the vagina there was a lump
that was shaped like a testicle. The body cells were tested and the results showed
male cells...and no internal sex organs were found...and the growth indeed turned
out to be a testicle. In summation we are dealing with a child who has the outward signs of a female but in reality is a male.
From a surgical point of view it is easier to change the child into a female
even though she will be sterile...but in order to do so it is necessary to remove
the existing testicle in order to prevent the functioning of male hormones so that
they will not interfere with her physical maturation. My question is: A) Is it
permissible to change the gender of this child who genetically is a male, to a
female B) In our case is it permitted to remove the one testicle and to make the
child a female?
In my view the type of child that is the subject of your questions, even if you
were to leave him as he is, is considered to be a female. That is to say, that he
isn’t to be considered even as an androgynous with the implications thereof, for
the signs of an androgynous is that he has male and female genitalia, and the
child we are discussing, as described in your letter, in reality the external genitalia look like those of a female, and he has no external sign of a male genitalia,
and it is only the special tests that were conducted on him that showed that he
only had internal male cells, therefore in my opinion in this case that even if we
were to do nothing and leave the child “as is” the child would be considered a
female . That is because the external genitalia that are visible are the ones that
determine gender for halakhah...Therefore it is clear that only the actual external genitalia that are different for males and females determine the gender as far
as halakhah is concerned. This being the case the answer to your question is that
it is permissible therefore to operate on this child and to change him thereby to
a female as well as in his internal development.
...As far as the question about the permissibility to remove the testicle in
order to prevent male hormonal influence in her female development and if this
violates the prohibition against castration...it seems that it is permissible to do
so, and there will be no transgressing of the prohibition against castration at all
for two reasons. The first is since the only male genitalia he has is a lump in the
form of a testicle, therefore he is not a male at all.The second is that since he is
already sterile one is not liable for castrating him, and possibly there is no prohibition at all in this case...My position is that it is permissible to do this in
general to change the gender of the child that is genetically a male to a female...and
it is permissible to remove the testicle and to change to a female a child who
externally already looks like a female.
Rabbi M. Tendler and Dr. F. Rosner26 claim that SRS has no effect on sex status. According to
them an MTF person could no longer enter a marriage as a male due to his inability to function sexually
as a male, however this person can not enter a marriage as a female.
There is some discussion as to whether the prohibition of castration applies to one who can not
procreate.27 Rabbi Michael Broyde addresses SRS in an appendix to an article on The Establishment of
Maternity and Paternity in Jewish and American Law and states that it is prohibited and there is no
new sex status.2 8
There are a number of Reform Responsa dealing with SRS and they arrive at different conclu-

sions. Some prohibit SRS,29 and others permit it.30 Another deals with the question of a marriage
between a man and an MTF person whose new sex status has been recognized by the state. After
discussing the two polar positions found in our sources, i.e. is it a same- sex marriage or does the
person have a new sex status, the issue of marrying a sterile woman is raised,.namely may one marry an
ailonit. The answer given is: ...it would be wise to let the decision be based upon the reaction of the
community to such a marriage. The issuance of a marriage license would be the determining factor. 3 1
The question of conversion and marriage after SRS is also discussed,.32 and permission to marry after
SRS even though one partner is sterile.3 3
It is clear from the sources that there are two polar positions concerning SRS. One claims that
SRS has no effect on the sex status of the person, or in other words Halakhah does not accept the
possibility of changing ones sex status. The other position is that a change in the sex status of the
person can and does take place, since the external genitalia determine the gender.

What Is the sexual status of one who undergoes SRS?
Various authorities have dealt with SRS from these two positions on how to deal and treat those
who have undergone SRS. According to some, the sex status will be determined by the surgery. Therefore an MTF person would be a female, and a FTM person would be a male. According to other
authorities the sex status can not be changed, therefore those who have undergone SRS are halakhically
the same as before the surgery.
The position that recognizes a change in sex status is based on the concept that one’s sex status
is determined by the external genitalia. This has been forcefully advocated by Rabbi Waldenberg,3 4
especially in his responsum concerning the case where it was impossible to determine the sex of a new
born. Even though tests showed the presence of male cells in the child, Rabbi Waldenberg decided that
since the external signs indicated that the child was a female, it is permitted to remove a testicle, and to
help the child mature as a female. Most of the other authorities quoted above recognize that the person
who has undergone SRS is in fact a member of the new sex, and they accept this. They deal with the
question of the necessity of a get but take for granted that there has been a sex change. These arguments
are compelling and therefore we should recognize the new sex status of the person who has had SRS.35
The argument that is based on the statement of Rabbenu Hananel, that sex change is naturally
impossible, may have been true in his time. It certainly is possible today. His position could very well
change if he saw the results of hormonal and surgical treatment. Therefore to base one’s position on
such grounds seems implausible.
Those who claim that we can not change God’s creation are closing their eyes to conversion,
and to transplants as well as many other medical procedures which in fact do change God’s creation. If
we were to claim that sex change is prohibited on these grounds, we would have to prohibit many
medical procedures as well.
Halakhah has always been macroscopic and not microscopic. Therefore, external organs determine the sexual status of a person. Genetic information may be helpful but at present are not considered the determining factor. The same is true as far as DNA is concerned in halakhic issues.
The position of Rabbi Waldenberg on this issue best fits the halakhic system, and therefore is
the acceptable one for us.
What would be the status of those who do not undergo full SRS? This would refer to patients
suffering from gender dysphoria who undergo hormonal treatment and partial surgery but do not have
a metoidoplasty or phalloplasty for a FTM person or vaginoplasty for a MTF person. Based on the
positions of those who do recognize sex change, that change has not taken place since the external
genitalia are those of the original sex. Therefore they have begun the process but have not completed it

and would not be recognized as having changed their sex status. It would be similar to a potential
convert who has completed the process for conversion except for tevillah. That person is still in the
process and therefore their status has not changed. The same applies to those who have not had genital
SRS.
Based on the arguments presented by many of the authorities mentioned above,36 in cases
where a couple was married and one spouse has had complete SRS, a get would not be required,37 nor
can it be given after SRS has been completed. A MTF person would be a female and can not give a get,
and an FTM person can not receive a get since she is not a married woman (aht ,at). The qiddushin
in these cases are annulled in and of itself due to the new status of the person. However since the
process of transsexual change is a long one, we would recommend that a get be given before the
process is completed in order to ease any doubts, and to make it acceptable to all. If a get is not given
then we accept the automatic annulment of the qiddushin as explained in the sources quoted above.
The question of marrying someone who has had SRS revolves around the issue of marrying a
sterile person, and the ability to get a civil marriage license. Many states38 will amend a birth certificate or some other official document in order to recognize the new sex status. If the state doesn’t
recognize this change then a marriage license would not be issued because the state would consider it
a same sex marriage which is prohibited at the present time.39 However if the state accepts the sex
change, then the marriage would be permitted.
The problem of marrying a sterile person is dependent on the knowledge and agreement of both
parties. As stated in Besamim Rosh, 40 the agreement on the part of a woman to marry someone who is
sterile would make the marriage valid. In addition the halakhah recognizes that sterile people whose
sterility was ohna hshc , a heavenly act, are permitted to marry. Today many marriages take place where
procreation is not part of the marriage and therefore we should permit one whose sex status has changed
to marry.
An FTM person would not require a hatafat dam brit.41 If the person would like to have
hatafat dam brit we should permit it.42
The issue of a name has an odd twist. Names can be added according to Jewish Law, but there
is no procedure for discarding a name. Since the person’s sex has been changed and recognized and the
person is no longer a member of the prior sex for which a name had been given, a lrca hn using the
new name will be the ceremony through which the name will be bestowed. The old name will no longer
be associated with this person. If the person was the child of a kohen, the person will still be the child
of a kohen, the only change will be bat kohen or ben kohen. Once again this procedure will apply only
to those who have a complete SRS.

Conclusions
1. Only those who have undergone full SRS (including phallosplasty/vaginoplasty) are to be considered as having changed their sex status, and recognized so by Jewish Law
2. A person who has undergone partial SRS is not deemed to have changed their sex status.
3. A brit or hatafat dam brit is not required for one who has had a phalloplasty.
4. A get is not necessary if one spouse undergoes SRS since the qiddushin are automatically annulled.
However in the case of an MTF person a get should be given before the SRS is completed.
5. Recognition by the civil authorities of the new sex status is required in order to marry a person who
has undergone SRS. This will prevent us from performing same sex marriages according to civil
law.
6. A new name should be given to the person with a new sexual status by means of a me shebarach.

Appendix: Is SRS Permissible vkhj,fk?
SRS can be justified on the following arguements which are based on treatment for a mental
condition. However, for these arguments to be considered, reliable medical studies must verify that
SRS is letovat haholeh - is beneficial for people suffering from gender dysphoria.
The major objection to SRS is the prohibition against xurhx, castration, which is a biblical
prohibition, and sterilization which is also prohibited but not punishable.43 It is considered a
mutilation of the body and is clearly forbidden. While it is possible to argue that a male who has
fulfilled the mitzvah of urp ucru, of procreation, is no longer obligated to perform that mitzvah,4 4
and women are not obligated, nevertheless mutilation is prohibited. However according to some
authorities, if the castration or sterilization caused by the removal of the sexual organs is due to
disease or trauma, then it is considered to be a case of ohna hshc, a heavenly act, and the person is
permitted to marry. 4 5
It would seem that the people undergoing the long process of SRS as stated in the
Standards Of Care,46 are doing so because they are suffering from gender dysphoria, and SRS is
treating the patient with gender dysphoria. Their pain and anguish is great and there is no doubt
that they are suffering. This has led them to undergo the long and difficult procedures outlined in
the standards of care. For them SRS is being done vkujv ,cuyk, for the patient’s betterment and
health, and therefore would be permissible, just as it would be permissible to help treat a
physical ailment.47 We have permitted other procedures for mental ailments and have said that
the mental illness is to be treated in the same way as a physical one.48 Therefore SRS may be
permissible and the prohibition against castration can be overridden in this case.
The same would apply to the question of lnmgc kcuj, causing harm to oneself by
undergoing an operation.
Hormonal treatment would also be permitted and would not transgress the prohibition of
wearing the garments of the other sex or changing that which was created,49 since it is a case of
u,cuyk, for the good of the patient, and ihtpr,n kfc,50 there are no restrictions on what type of
medicine may be used to heal a person.
However due to the lack of studies about the long term effectiveness of SRS in dealing with
gender identity disorder, we would recommend at this time that we counsel those who ask us for the
halakhic opinion concerning this type of treatment, to consider the lack of sufficient studies that
document the beneficial results of this treatment, and how this relates to our halakhic decisions. This in
no way changes our conclusions concerning those people who have undergone SRS. They are to be
considered as having changed their sex status as stated in the conclusions to this teshuva.5 1
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The definitions of the terms are based on The Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association’s Standards
of Care for Gender Identity Disorders, www.hbigda.org/soc.html, and input from Dr. Aaron H. Devor. Dr. Devor’s
articles on the subject can be found at web.uvic.ca.
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There are some hormonal treatments that are reversible. See the Standards of Care for a full description of which
changes are reversible and which are not.
4 See Version 6.0 of the SOC VIII. Effects of Hormone Therapy in Adults.
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Other procedures include vaginectomy, metoidioplasty, urethroplasty, placement of testicular prostheses and
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several operations.
6 The last three are usually done at the same time.
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15 /vat hcfan cfa, tk rfz ,tu : Do not lie with a man as one lies with a woman.
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Noam 5733, Volume 16.
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18 Yosef et Ehav 3:5.
19 For a different conclusion see J. David Bleich, Contemporary Halakhic Problems, Vol. I. pp. 100-105. See also
Michael J. Broyde, “Sex Change Operations and Their Effect On Marital Status: A Brief Comparison” Appendix of The
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maternity_appendix.html.
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Teshuvot Besamim Rosh #340. This work is attributed to Rabbenu Asher but is of questionable authenticity. For a
review of the history of the Besamim Rosh, see L. Jacobs Theology in the Responsa, pp. 347-52 (1975). While many
would claim the Besamim Rosh can not serve as a valid precedent because it may be forged, nevertheless the arguements
used in this work can certainly be applied to the issue we are discussing. This is a case of deciding if we should follow an
authority, and in this case we do not know who the writer is, or the arguement, which is certainly available to us ,and we
can judge it on the merits of the arguement.
21 /ce inhx c ekj iasv ,nur,
22 Y. Babad, Minhat Hinukh 203.
23 Tzitz Eliezer,X, no.25,chap.26, sec. 6.
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See above p. 6.
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American Reform Responsa no.37 pp. 416-419 and Contemporary American Reform Responsa, 1987, no.199 pp. 293296.
31 Reform Responsa For Our Times, 1977 pp.196-200.
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Contemporary American Reform Responsa ibid.
See above p. 8.
35 There are cases where the individual decides not to undergo genital surgery. For example those who decide to live a
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celibate life. They will not undergo a metiodioplasty/phalloplasty or vaginoplasty, but will undergo all the other procedures. Some will argue that they should be considered as having their sex status changed. Others argue that the brain,
more than the genes, reproductive organs or hormones, is the true sexual organ. Therefore phalloplasty or vaginoplasty
should not be the determining factor.
My problem with these approaches is that it would become a case of having adjustable standards which
make it difficult to follow-ihrughak lhrcs ,,b. In addition Jewish Law has based gender on the genitals and not on the
brain. If a position would be developed using non-genital evidence for determining the sexual status of a person,
then this issue could be revisited.
36 See above pp. 4-5.
37 Some argue that a get humra should be given in order to take into consideration both positions.
38 In a recent case in Virginia, a F2M sought to have his birth certificate amended. The Virginia Office of Vital Records
refused to do so saying that because there was no phalloplasty surgery, this case did not meet Virginia’s legal requirements. Lambada Legal Defense and Education Fund prepared a lawsuit, and the state Attorney General’s office backed
down and granted the birth certificate amendment. If this becomes the norm we will have to request information from the
person in addition to the amended birth certificate. For information about civl legal developments see
www.transgenderlaw.org.
39 There have been some court cases that would allow same-sex marriage, and that will be determined by the state
legislature who have been ordered to come up with legislation within 180 days. In Canada there are several jurisdictions
in which same-sex marriage is legal.
40 See above p.5.
41 Medically there can be no circumcision.
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Even though we recognize that the phallic reconstruction is not a generative organ and is basically a tubular appendage
that is a conduit for urine and has some prosthetic stiffening device to allow sexual penetration, we feel that if the
individual wants to undergo a hatafat dam brit, he should be allowed to do so. The individual together with his Rabbi
should develop some prayer or statement that would express his religious feelings now that his sex status has changed.
43 See above pp. 2-3.
44 TB Yebamot 61a.
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For an article on recent books dealing with this see the New York Times, Tuesday October 29 2002, Health and Fitness
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Dr. Joanne Meyerowitz.
The number of studies about the effectiveness of SRS are very few and therefore it is hard to give figures about the
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